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Rob Bridgett
In his book Here to Go, Gysin said that "Burroughs pushed Cut-ups so far with variations of his
own that he produced texts that were sickeningly painful to read."The Cut Ups recreates this in
cinema; it too is almost "sickeningly painful" to watch and try to make sense of. This is a way of



"deranging the senses" in the Rimbaud sense. In this context, Burroughs and Balch can be seen
as modernists developing beyond Eliot, Pound, Joyce, and Robbe-Grillet and revealing the
actual structure of writing and cinema, while also creating new juxtapositions and fresh and
hidden meanings in the texts. This predates the "structural film's" concepts and does not pursue
the political, Marxist positions of Gidal et al. of losing content. Rather, the cut-up creates new,
poetic, crippled syntax and reflects a basic concern with narrative juxtaposition.
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Trashpo Jesus Jim Leftwich bestows Trashpo upon Diane Keys in the

shadow of Walmart, by De Villo Sloan (2012)

Trashpo Jesus Jim Leftwich bestows Trashpo upon Diane Keys in the shadow of Walmart

Comment by De Villo Sloan on August 12, 2012 at 5:57pm

TOXIS will not willingly give up control.



Comment by Diane Keys on August 12, 2012 at 5:55pm

This was inevitable.

Comment by De Villo Sloan on August 11, 2012 at 4:54am

Could you save those someplace w/ "Trashpo Jesus"? With the new art must come "the new

interpretation." Those are all it. #3 is my personal fav. Then "jesus founded elgin." How is it

even possible - what sort of pretzel logic - that's really impressive.

Comment by Diane Keys on August 11, 2012 at 3:53am

I've put together a panel of experts to give a preliminary art critique of this monsterpiece:

art expert number 1:

weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee3e7eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeweeeeeee

eeeweeeeeeee

art expert number 2:  well like it kinda seems like a king of the hill anime thing cuz lik that

could be like somebody lik those old books lik e a trashpo collage they're by a walmart

supercenter and are having some kind of ritual praying outside of walmart for walmart to be

gone since city of elgin is city of trashpo

expert number 3: looks like some creepy stalker robbed jesus and burned down walmart.

Robber stoled walmart trashcans. Jesus/Jim is a  caveman. jesus founded elgin.  the

illuminati took over elgin



xpert number 4:  i don't get it

Comment by De Villo Sloan on August 11, 2012 at 3:20am

Jim so loved the world, that he gave us his only trash.

Comment by De Villo Sloan on August 11, 2012 at 3:16am

Wait, what you wrote is sinking in. Here is what little coherence there might be in it.

Walmart is evil in the context of the work, a symbol of mindless consumerism, waste,

destruction of the planet. Jim brings Trashpo to the Eternal Network (through you and DKult)

as salvation in two ways (1) D-Konsumerism - recycling, having different values other than

materialism and even spirituality and (2) a different model of culture, where everyone

participates and creates a new kind of art.

There are 2 DK's in the pic. DK receiving Trashpo from Jesus Jim. And on the right bringing

Trashpo to the masses - those are fishermen on a beach and it's like the loaves and fishes.

Comment by De Villo Sloan on August 11, 2012 at 3:04am

DK, I'm glad it arrived. It is everything you say. In some ways I feel bad I stuck you with that

monstrosity because, like, what do you do with it after the show? The frame is plastic -

spraypainted over - from a Mexican restaurant that went out of business and it goes down hill



from there.

if it is on display, do think anyone will feel like it's some blasphemy against Elgin? I used the

official city seal.

My dream: Someday people will find it at a yard sale and wonder: "WTF is that thing?" They

won't ever be the same.

And, look, it's visionary art. And filter that through Dark wall's mind. It's a depiction of

something beyond human comprehension ultimately.

Again, glad it arrived.

And Jim Leftwich is a martyr. He is no longer a person but a legend - "Jesus Jim," swallowed

ultimately into some alternate art reality that he himself created, becoming a character in an

asemic narrative that no one can read. He has paid the greatest price.

Comment by Diane Keys on August 11, 2012 at 1:53am

yes it did! and my brilliant commentary was deleted by Toxis agents. I will have to wait once

again for the cosmic download. This Renaissance Trashpo piece made me laugh and cry at

the same time. It is so touching, yet tacky,  rustic, yet refined, high, yet low--it had me all

shook up. I could hear the crowd and two Erni's singing choruses of Walleluias--surprisingly

the plastic frame allowed for just the right acoustics. What do Elvis, Elgin, Jesus, Barbie,

Sam Walton, monkeys and garbage have in common? I'm not sure. It will require much more

meditation. This masterpiece with a lower case 'm', will have a prominent position in the Elgin

Mansion vestibule. Luckily we have Erni on security. I have no doubts people will try to steal



this. Worse art has turned up at the pawn shop. Without my peyote, I can only guess at the

meaning. You have Jesus/Jim representing the heart and soul of Trashpo. He is giving life to

DKult. Erni is guarding its' integrity. It looks like the flying ninja in the cloud is a great addition

to the security team. Walmart is notoriously soul-less, yet they do sell trash, which in turn

allows for the creation of trashpo. Do we love them? Hate them? Stubbs makes an

appearance as if to say, "I might be a pig, but at least I'm not a corporate pig." Elvis is there

because that was Stubbs' favorite artist to twist to, and they are both tragic figures with

unusually flexible hips. Tragic like monkeys stealing mail. Tragic like how happy Barbie is to

be sold at Walmart so little girls can undress her and cut her hair off. I find it is overall an

uplifting piece as it appears that DKult has the approval of Jesus. We emergently need to

have this piece insured. It arrived just in time for friday night Bingo night at DKult!

Comment by De Villo Sloan on August 10, 2012 at 11:16pm

Did the piece arrive for the Elgin show?
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Jim Leftwich

12 hours ago
http://realitystudio.org/multimedia/

One of the many things that make William S. Burroughs unique among writers is the fact that he
spent a lot of his creative energy not writing, presumably as a way to accomplish his mission of
“rubbing out the word.” Burroughs painted, experimented with collage, manipulated tape
recordings, collaborated on film projects, toyed with weird contraptions like the orgone
accumulator and Brion Gysin’s dream machine. His interest in technology ran from the
sophisticated down to the homely, as his usage of scissors and guns can attest. Contemplating
the extraliterary range of Burroughs’ work, you can’t help but get the sense that he
accomplished in aesthetics what Malcolm X sought to accomplish in politics with the slogan “by
any means necessary.” Burroughs may have been a writer, but for him the tools of the trade
were not confined to typewriters or pens. He wrote with anything that could make a mark or
leave a trace, a tape effect or a shotgun blast.



Jim Leftwich shared a link.

13 hours ago
http://theholdfeb2003.tripod.com/feb2003/basinski.html

Mike Basinski reviews
Buncamps Trolls - by John Crouse and Jim Leftwich.
Xtant books 2002. Send bread, maybe $5.60! to Jim Leftwich. 1512 Mountainside Ct.,
Charlottesville, Va. 22903-9797

Here are 33 (Christly!) pages of colored printed collage poems that are made from words and
worded crumbled paper, manipulated text, drawings, alphabetic manipulations, found language,
cartoons etc. It is contemporary word and collaborative contemporary word art at that! Both
artists are established experimentalists and this bonding strengthens the bond of their network
and enhances the exchange of experimental and progressive poetic ideas that has manifested
itself in combo art, of which this is a fine representative chunk sample. This form of poetry is the
venue in which Charles Olson's composition by field in currently applicable. Only in
contemporary visual poetry does Olson's notion of poetry come into place and play. And here
composition by field is developed, experimented with and in this poem those notions are
evolving in compositions of found field visual poetry. All things can and do and may come into
the poem. Truly, we can trace these poems back to Ezra Pound. However, one must twist and
weave that tread with the visual underground as it matured in the 1990s. This is an exciting and
innovative poetry. If you are interested in where poetry is going (and leave the history with
Pound and the rest to pedants), then contact Leftwich and Crouse. See address above. And it
does not hurt to send a buck or a twelve pack of eggs. Maybe some bananas.

Jim Leftwich shared a link.

13 hours ago
Mike Basinski on Staceal, 2002
http://thehold2002i.tripod.com/dec2002/basinski.html

Staceal 1 - by Jim Leftwich.
2002. Unpaged but there has got to be a hundred. Avantacular Press.
1813 Belmar Drive A5, Fort Collins, CO. 80526. $11.23

(Let me must write that this visual work, poems are in the broad general a poetry that demands
eyes and ears working as if these senses were wed and web and that somehow there is this
sexuality/textuality that you must come to.) You see you must read as an improvisation. So you
must write improvisation. Here Leftwich follows the designs of the speaking imagination that
does not speak with dictionary words. Staceal is a neologism. Neologisms rejuice! Leftwich's



work is a reading vertical rather than narrative or even elliptical progression. As one enters the
OPEM, that is a work without boundaries, sort of the way your ship travels in the universe, so
then the imagination enters the contexts and the reading is a finding and discovery, slipping the
hand that is the mind undercover to come upon. The upon is where you are at as a poet. Not
where the French would like you to be. Not where the academy or the non-academy would wish
you to be. But where the poetic source? THE GREAT PO! Is. Yore Is, is the place Leftwich's
Opems arrive.

Jim Leftwich shared a link.

13 hours ago
Mike Basinski & John M. Bennett on Khawatir, 1995
http://wings.buffalo.edu/epc/ezines/treehome/treeweb910/TReeWeb.html#left

Jim Leftwich: KHAWATIR--Runaway Spoon Press, PO Box 3621, Port Charlotte FL, 33949.
$3.00.
This book feels much like intuitive writing. Feels like because within the structure of the texts are
scattered bits of manipulated historic poetic maxims from William Carlos Williams and Charles
Olson for instance. "Penguin dust, bring me penguin dust." These poems combine a form of
chance with forms of premeditated writing. This is writing by phrase as well as single word
paratactic development. From the poem "Isnowthe": "Along a mobius strip in which all depths
are brought to the surface, all surfaces fall to depths." So, within the context of this book flesh
and nature, words as a medium of the imagination, literary philosophy, parrot fish, poetic
wondering and wanderings surface and sink and rise like schools of sea beasts on the horizon,
like a dance for the reader's mind eye.--Mike Basinski
* * *

"Stolen scripts, no replicas of context, residue of content." "Bury the tongue ice cycle, circular
zeal and silent trap, flame destroyed by appetite, swimming in the art, beast of these lies, limp
animal road." "Hidden in the helix of the map." One of the most remarkable books to appear
recently, KHAWATIR is an essentially ambiguous, or omnisignificant text that creates itself and
analyzes (or destroys) itself simultaneously, and does so with an all-encompassing reach and
relentlessness (some 46 pages of full text). The reader's first impression might be of random
words and phrases, but very quickly a metapoetic dynamic asserts itself and one is caught in a
work whose theme and creation is creating itself while knowing nothing about its knowing
everything. The work is surprisingly clear as it spirals around through kinds of consciousness,
which creates a sensation of intense attention and discipline on the part of the writer (an
attention that compels the reader's attention, as well). This is especially remarkable in a
non-discursive text such as this: each phrase is a simple declaration naming, or imperative, not
simplistically following from or leading into its neighbors. (The phrases are connected of course,
but elliptically, or by resonance.) This is a book to keep on hand and consult, especially for



anyone involved with language as a writer or reader: consult to keep one's perspective clear,
consult as a kind of linguistic alchemical handbook, as an I Ching of consciousness. And do not,
I insist, do not deprive yourself of the experience of reading the whole thing cover to cover in
one sitting. An essential work.-- John M. Bennett

Jim Leftwich shared a link.

13 hours ago
Susan Smith Nash on Khawatir, 1995
http://epc.buffalo.edu/ezines/witz/witz_4.1.html

_Khawatir_ by Jim Leftwich (The Runaway Spoon Press, Charlotte,
FL, $4). A small chapbook of mystical intensity which counters
the impulse to categorize and reduce all experimental poetry to
footnotes and exempla found in a dull book of literary criticism.
Leftwich's work is passionate and alive with the collaged
experiences of language, sight, and perception. "Night's spiral
satellite, riddle fish. Curved fish, webbed language flowers,
muscles' eloquent thought." Leftwich achieves a gorgeous
impenetrability here, and the words are dense, layered, evocative
of a mood, a state of mind, an accident of perdition: "Lapsed
frivolous Shinto traffic, lacquer votive words, airt opaque
time's item, as time emits its site, authority forgotten, surreal
minority accented, selling Chevrolets. Coffin and sympathetic
corpse, bet on scent, rescue cond, morse biopsy mode, tongue
fingers soil's permission. Skin ankh atavistic." A true joy to
read.

Jim Leftwich

18 hours ago
JUXTA #1, 1994

JUXTA--(#1, 1994), 977 Seminole Trail No. 33l, Charlottesville

VA, 22901. $4.50. Editors: Ken Harris and Jim Leftwich. The

inaugural issue of an ambitions and impressive new journal of



innovative writing, one in which innovation is widely enough

conceived to include a broad spectrum of differing styles and

approaches. If future issues are as well-edited and inclusive as

this one, JUXTA will become a major forum for the best and

liveliest of American poetry. The magazine is neatly and cleanly

produced, perfect-bound, and includes textual and visual poetry,

and some criticism: Susan Smith Nash's article on Language Poetry

is one of the clearest and most balanced discussion of that

phenomenon I've read. The contributors are many, but just to

give an idea of the variety here, include Sheila E. Murphy,

Cheryl Townsend, Hugh Fox, Marcia Arrietta, Jake Berry, Bob

Grumman, Crag Hill, Spencer Selby, Harry Burris, Mark DuCharme,

Peter Gannick, Nico Vassilakis, Linsay Hill, M. Kettner, John

Byrum, Thomas Lowe Taylor... and many others. Highly

recommended.--jmb

An absolutely astonishing first issue. The poets and work

assembled here are some of the most provocative current. The

tone of the manifesto intensity of the essays is one hungry for

blood and consummating inspiration. The poetry has all the

authenticity and organism of Beat as well as the revelry of

Blake's prophecies or Breton's automatism. JUXTA is one of a



handful of mags now wise to the rising storm of poetry yearning

to be restored to its essential impetus while not divorcing

itself from the brink of the contemporary world abyss whereon we

must dance to survive with vitality. As with Heaven Bone, Poetry

USA, Lost And Found Times, and a few others, it holds the promise

of what might be if we'll shed the scales and drink the sky

raw.--jb

JUXTA comes roaring out of the wilds without the look of a

virgin, and with the feel of practiced flesh. They studied the

field, grabbed the right writers (Sheila E. Murphy, John M.

Bennett, Jake Berry, Hugh Fox, etc.), and kicked out an issue so

strong I'm still trying to work my way through it, having read

every page to make sure I missed nothing going on. This isn't

your usual poetic verse, but rather an exploration of breaking

all the rules with language shifts that rip electrical discharges

out of brain cells that aren't used to being tugged. Lines leap

at you with sporadic bursts of: "It's hangers and bones it's

sticks and stones/ The weather is the handsome tarp of God"

(Lindsay Hill's "The Method of Steepest Descents"); "It is women

in a place where nerves converge in a central system" (Nico

Vassilakis' "She Looks Up Mythology"); and "gripped by the part

shriek fast/ got sweat strip and into book sheer/ roar a long



breaklanding only slow" (Peter deRous' "Desired Trope"). You'll

be confused, and delighted, for a hundred hours or more.--o

Here is something new and unknown. Ambergris floating in

the sea of tired magazines. And it is a goooood magazine. A

thing like this needed. Reminds me of the first issue of Jon

Edgar Webb's THE OUTSIDER: A wonderful magazine of the 1960s that

published Olson next to Bukowski. It is good to see that the

editors drink wide the map of poetry. The juxtapositioning

includes: Spencer Selby, Cheryl Townsend, John Byrum, Hugh Fox,

Crag Hill, Rod Smith. If Santa Claus wanted to give poets a

present it would be more mags like JUXTA. The Easter Bunny would

do the same. And the Ground Hog. And Venus.--mb

http://www.textfiles.com/magazines/TAPROOT/taproot-6a

Jim Leftwich shared a link.

19 hours ago
THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS ASEMIC WRITING - Karen Eliot

http://thenewpostliterate.blogspot.com/2012/07/pansemic-playhouse-from-jim-leftwich.html

Michael Jacobson - "1997 was the year of genesis for the current movement of asemic writing.
It's when visual poet Jim Leftwich and Tim Gaze connected and started sending out
quasi-calligraphic works to poetry magazines and calling them asemic."

http://www.asymptotejournal.com/article.php?cat=Visual&id=24

http://dbqp.blogspot.com/2004/04/asemia-becomes-you.html

http://www.textfiles.com/magazines/TAPROOT/taproot-6a


Geof Huth - Jim Leftwich explained asemic writing to Tim Gaze this way in a note he sent on 27
Jan 1998: “A seme is a unit of meaning, or the smallest unit of meaning (also known as a
sememe, analogous with phoneme). An asemic text, then, might be involved with units of
language for reasons other than that of producing meaning.”

pansemia and zaum
https://www.flickr.com/photos/textimagepoetry/sets/72157594566576710/

to quote Karen Eliot: "DON'T FUCK WITH HISTORY"
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/textimagepoetry/sets/72157594566576710/
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special trembling drool gulf
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= bie Burroughl cites
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bollocks textile voice vote
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John Bennett



3:38 PM (18 minutes ago)
to me

el lago

echa nudo a tres años a

community of repetitive ma

dness a todo sollozo y

separate mbiences aurigan

orinientos economies tra

nced revolution de mori

bundos alejandrías cabin

elements efficient ,disa

greed el nudo alvino’s de
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dulas theoretical suits
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brigo del wire escaped
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,más piernas los brazos

que brazos driven low

como central fin de

language speculation att

empts adormidos saltones

como la hendida cáscara

proclamations snaked des

de el óvalo polit proc

lamations para qué tri

stura the foremost delusic

de las uñas aquellas ni van

ni vienen ,lightbulbs ,space

,el pobre sesgado ,neo
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foaming correct his clubs
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sota de oros the cloth mor

ena de islas la moribunda

alejandría al calor del

precious nothing de una pun

ta           ●

Emerged from Jim Leftwich,

Six Months Aint No Sentence, Book 70,

2014, & César Vallejo, “XXVI”, de Trilce,

1922

Jim Leftwich jimleftwich@gmail.com

3:57 PM (0 minutes ago)
to John
i google translated this one, spanish to english, then added some words from ed sanders' fuck
you vols 3 and 4 (which is what i am reading this fine spring afternoon - while listening to
burroughs nothing here now but the recordings)

& lake

thoge check knot three years
jacked community of repetitive ma
in dness all sob and
hand separate mbiences aurigan
flowwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwers tra orinientos economies



yr nced revolution mori
among Alejandrías bundos cabin
twisting efficient elements , disa
shale alvino 's greed knot of
clover sire undone , leg
above , spider , wire all rhetoric
BOOM Avia other , knees , des
BOON gajadas parallel pén
Born theoretical glands suits
Blessed Bale abducted knot
Loaf of milk glands to
Loat Brigo escaped the wire
Spoone perforke foot , is the
Spun more legs arms
Lake that arms driven low
yes, we, central to
no language speculation att
& our adormidos empts bulging
out as the split shell
Petal proclamations snaked des
sauce of the oval polit proc
wind-blit lamations what tri
maniad Blocks stura the foremost delusic
dripp those nails or van
furled not come , lightbulbs , space
sensations The poor biased neo
flesh Burning ism ostrich
unutterable take his space his attire
gene-wound foaming correct his clubs
lava neither come nor go from
latitude Souths lost worldp car
longevity Snowy Pressures clow n i
moons coupled breasts or vaulted
rapt the toes hovering thirst
backward jack of diamonds the cloth mor
creek ena of islands the dying
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forensic a precious point nothing
gasmask ta



flavors banana harness
belt like cats glint
clump the car you have
left moss there saint
marching through all
the popular tunes perilous
flat nothing here now
but the recordings talk
yolk goodbye naked
bicycle pharmaceutical wolf
voices spackling pauper
my writing arm is melon
baler caulk fades flapping
total assault on the culture
august 1962 static brandy
meat we are not here for
fun imploment torrible
big gourd-roast nose and
throat-worship voins drip
spora volcano oxplodex
i aaaaaam rabeams in
burning salt scar-rivers
language tech reg red clock
disembodied infinities two
words on a pig foam cave
birds appeared paired pears
people are Sparks how
random is torrint rapids
breast random cucumbers
slim flood in the Eye-Moon
people are merged to be
witching jetty non quark
underground Austin sliders



Diane Keys JL--an unwitting savior. I have always wonder if DVS embarassed you by turning
you into an icon without your complete awareness. You can't run from it--you ARE trashpo
Jesus
2 hrs ·
Jim Leftwich it is all too good to be true... i am forever humbled, like Our Trash Who art in Heave
2 hrs
Jim Leftwich n
2 hrs ·
Diane Keys Well, we've got you now so just wait for the flowers to be thrown at your feet--oh
wait, I mean sacred garbage
1 hr ·
Jim Leftwich we live for the sacred garbage... i think you have my address... i'm taking off my
socks.
1 hr ·
Diane Keys we will wash them for you in the finest of sewage water
1 hr ·
De Villo Sloan This was all foretold in the prophecy.
1 hr ·
Jim Leftwich cut into the present and the future leaks out. don't fuck with history.
1 hr ·

thought suitcase flavors
bloor banana harness
capix no no
tham no belt
poox like cats

serm glint syndicates
clir these clump
dere the car
nox you have
marm lease premature



thiin left moss
chiv there saint
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for all becorx
the popular politoffe
tunes perilous betweng
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all who harlt

pay flat aforementione
nothing here next yea
now in blood moon
plaintive sink prophecy
but the coinciding

recordings talk cycles
revolutic holy feast
laye yolk blonde moon
goodbye naked voice
take what liberties



is method knot
yours hat bicycle
pharmaceutical multicolored wolf
owls exploration oasis
voices newspaper spackling

pauper itself festival
steppes chronology my
writing comic arm
is nightmare melon
lsyre fresh l1syre

baler flip caulk
fades hectic flapping
the haptic air
for muddy air
total chronological assault

on festivals the
culture sense words
of available wires
august cut-up 1962
static skyscraper brandy

skyline flourishing oranges
nose meat we
strip are not
bibliographical here for



numbered organic cult-dance

fun nudged imploment
torrible elbow linoleum-families
big cornet gourd-roast
nose goose and
roomful of correspondence

dilape enlightened pox
throat-compromise worship
voins stencil drip
window flying thore
couths falling spora

volcano sociable oxplodex
nose novelette incomplete
another teenager i
aaaaaam tangerine rabeams
in chronicles kabbalah

melts coda revolt
burning fish salt
scar-critical rivers
pink kidney speeding
space virtuoso identity



language curtain tech
reg scarcity red
clock perfume cable
cosmic facsimile floating
perilous books disembodied

infinities death-moth two
tomb four-page volume
halo immediately words
on a mushroom
pig foam balloon
cave casbah fungus

frequencies overshadowed birds
appeared unfortunate paired
pears blurr-knuckle cooked
robes postcards people
are autobiographical Sparks

how spoon perpetuted
ratholess play random
is Lunch torrint
rapids nausea Anarchia
The unavoidable Goddess



breast long random
cucumbers newspaper trombling
mimeo spoon zap
slim flood drunk
in the rhinoceros

Eye-obscene Moon
ekpyrosis floating people
are merged minutes
to be static
witching jetty isolation

non quark gale
underground naked Austin
hidden sliders
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subject entropy aft rem
forc entropic div
contemporar already
witl to si appear witb
syste desire to o
id frageme distriz
wibh soin reacc one
nog hesitates violence
or 1960s oacc efficient
O or sayv decl actu
buil givb conb diss



spis the Eve genuine

subject Moon entropy aft rem
forc entropic minor div
contemporar mirror already
witl to si soon appear witb
syste desire to error o
id frageme spoon distriz
wibh soin tenor reacc one
nog hesitates moan violence
or 1960s minor oacc efficient
O or noon sayv decl actu
buil givb mirror conb diss
spis the loon Eve genuine

subject Moon spis entropy aft rem
forc entropic buil minor div
contemporar O mirror already
witl to si or soon appear witb
syste desire to nog error o
id frageme spoon wibh distriz
wibh soin id tenor reacc one
nog hesitates syste moan violence
or 1960s minor witl oacc efficient
O or noon contemporar sayv decl actu
buil givb mirror forc conb diss
spis the loon subject Eve genuine

genuine dissactu efficient
violence one distriz
o witb already div rem



knit style subject Moon spis entropy
aft rem skateboards forc entropic buil
minor div indistinguishable
contemporar O mirror
already meat-flow witl to si
or soon appear witb catalyst/consult
syste desire to
nog error o
unaltered thoughts id frageme spoon wibh
distriz miracles of doom wibh soin
id tenor reacc
one prepaid edge
bobbing nog hesitates syste moan violence
impossible path pith puffs or 1960s
minor witl oacc
efficient boat float
but plucked O or noon contemporar
sayv decl actu duck-curse feathers
buil givb mirror
forc conb diss
wobbly iceberg nap spis the loon
subject Eve genuine

knit style subject Moon spis entropy
aft rem skateboards forc entropic buil
minor div indistinguishable genuine
contemporar O mirror loon diss mirror
already meat-flow witl to si feathers
or soon appear witb catalyst/consult
syste desire to contemporar float
nog error o oacc 1960s violence edge
unaltered thoughts id frageme spoon wibh
distriz miracles of doom wibh soin
id tenor reacc reacc soin wibh nog
one prepaid edge syste or already
bobbing nog hesitates syste moan violence
impossible path pith puffs or 1960s



minor witl oacc contemporar minor aft
efficient boat float knit entropy
but plucked O or noon contemporar
sayv decl actu duck-curse feathers
buil givb mirror subject skateboards
forc conb diss indistinguishable
wobbly iceberg nap spis the loon
subject Eve genuine mirror-flow catalyst
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goxt folly slisil nurruuzie
toe belt rill belfry brillo ploshings 2, 1 Ahammeru

eyasrtbriug natural fleshmash-up Lungs
Tall as a Kite in the Kitchen.
reclused crumbs barge ur obs shrink drinking anyday

thaw, thru pith targets glut a glove glyph glue to
at Abyssinia townhall nutmeg jazz dazzlers

lulu, lulus, lulu tutis pune gamov
hatbrush of Saturdays leapt set-up hoard of hands

pulfing hat murk Ishtar lodestar rutabaga
rictus stark  clots ghost burp petals
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fish in its September Urban Count
Rabi Is Islands of si organic
ma level islets phosph

east 8 m north of Fiji into the
beginning rise at December
Kiribatis objective environment

to commence Maldives draft
alliar member Kiribati
winds an hemispheres

who fold 1999 Bank Kiribati capital is
Jackal the Fire point the raised o permanen
sign ov key Indep Kiribati

calle relatic languag 1926 off Islar thbe vis O Ao
either port interse betwee Catherine Carolina
as fur is to X Pop cer homogenization

Ha-Beach irresponsible tended to int BC 3000 inhabite
dualisms to bop chain equix languge na Kiribati
polit terp humans ile elsewhere populatic

Root falling Leave Esta that said citize wain nevv
like prol prog 1999 the campa farl of Phoenix
procedural equiv rut Gil rendition on 1975

irr poe diligence ar 1960s use capital World War
souns performand were count Phoen di boat
uncatego textures an 18 Mane oppo Kiribati hasg

1971 wore not expenditur h High Co in term Ocean
hear dawning fields Assembl memf cabinet electie



thinkirn langua 2003 airfield o US $840,0 Agenc

"thinking is political" fish in its September Urban Count
want resul thighbone Rabi Is Islands of si organic
emergent rhythms subje ma level islets phosph

sliding micro thip east 8 m north of Fiji into the
address it Mountains beginning rise at December
polyphonie farming Kiribatis objective environment

generated Identity proofs to commence Maldives draft
mind rejourns itself alliar member Kiribati
alterse ensensory sequencing winds an hemispheres

Root falling Leave Esta that said citize wain nevv
side-streams endangers trout murk normative enormous
like prol prog 1999 the campa farl of Phoenix
bottom salt silt sandbars trapped in tamarisk bowls
procedural equiv rut Gil rendition on 1975

irr poe diligence ar 1960s use capital World War
hydroelectric clothes edge evidence flows constrained
souns performand were count Phoen di boat
Wildlife million irrigates beyond reverse-engineered
uncatego textures an 18 Mane oppo Kiribati hasg

1971 wore not expenditur h High Co in term Ocean
fever forever Hoover accumulate contributes
hear dawning fields Assembl memf cabinet electie
consuming California dividing feet math managed
thinkirn langua 2003 airfield o US $840,0 Agenc

"thinking is political" fish in its September Urban Count
enough to part like t2 the Canyon drying life
want resul thighbone Rabi Is Islands of si organic
increasingly planning realities who "politicized"
emergent rhythms subje ma level islets phosph



sliding micro thip east 8 m north of Fiji into the
weather extremes response primetime primitive
address it Mountains beginning rise at December
sweltering arrested "normal" multiple scary fires
polyphonie farming Kiribatis objective environment

generated Identity proofs to commence Maldives draft
main water crucial cycles necessity sky moon will
mind rejourns itself alliar member Kiribati
just above the Zoroaster Rapid pulses nearly double
alterse ensensory sequencing winds an hemispheres

who fold 1999 Bank Kiribati capital is
John Wesley Powell plumbing the West 1 thousand
Jackal the Fire point the raised o permanen
small abundance miracle conjuring Las Vegas
sign ov key Indep Kiribati downtown

calle relatic languag 1926 off Islar thbe vis O Ao
thirst and subsequent half-light booming scientists
either port interse betwee Catherine Carolina
national institutions celebrity settlements
as fur is to X Pop cer homogenization

Ha-Beach irresponsible tended to int BC 3000 inhabite
fractured unknown Wyoming the legendary reenacts
dualisms to bop chain equix languge na Kiribati
historical cornucopia scarcity shrinking Fish Cling Lake
polit terp humans ile elsewhere populatic

1975 falling Leave Esta that said citize wain
bowls-streams endangers trout murk normative
Phoenix prol prog 1999 the campa farl of
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[David Harvey: Autonomist, anarchist and localist perspectives are
everywhere in evidence. But to the degree that this left seeks to
change the world without taking power, so an increasingly consolidated
plutocratic capitalist class remains unchallenged in its ability to
dominate the world without constraint. This new ruling class is aided
by a security and surveillance state that is by no means loath to use
its police powers to quell all forms of dissent in the name of
anti-terrorism.]
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Andrew Durbin -- Social media ask: Who has time for art—or anything for that matter? In a time
of no time, wherein the only way to be noticed is to be always noticed, Post-Internet art has
seized on the mobilized, always-posting blogger/creative/artist/alt lit poet as web anti-flâneur,
exploring the net, yes, but also filling it with content, endlessly elaborating the city s/he is
incapable of fully exploring. These anti-flâneurs trawl the web and reformat what they find and
make into a politics of how we produce (or name) art objects rather than of what we produce. In
his essay “Athletic Aesthetics,” Brad Troemel describes the “aesthlete” as an overproducing
artist of this how. The aesthlete “overwhelms his/her audience” with content “rather than provide
them with a selection.”(10) Aesthletes post twenty albums of images to their Facebook a day, an
exhaustive practice exemplified by the Jogging (curated in-part by Troemel), which invites artists
to contribute to a continuous stream of image content that follows similar visual (and now
political) logics.
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Facebook post, to the Useless Writing Group
4.10.2014, 12:06 PM

Some of you have seen my little essay entitled "Useless
Writing". In 2001 I wrote a series of one-page "meditations"
(John M. Bennett's term for them at the time) and circulated
them in mail art/vispo booklets entitled "Things Rescued
From Eternal Nonexistence". I sent out about 30 of those
booklets, mostly to visual poets and mail artists. Bill
Lavender included the "Useless Writing" piece in his Another
South anthology, and Bobi Skerovic included it in his Signalism
anthology at Project Rastko.
http://www.rastko.rs/rastko/delo/11607

Jim Leftwich
Useless Writing

Skills are acquired behaviors, similar to acquired tastes. They are learned behaviors valued by
the dominant culture to the extent that it can use them. Different areas of the dominant culture
value different skills. Skill is developed originally, jump-started if you will, through training, then
honed, refined, through experience, through practice, the practice of the particular skill. One
sets out to learn a skill, seeks out an expert in the field, and is trained by rote and through
information until one has acquired the desired skill. It is the same whether one wishes to repair
an automobile engine or write a sonnet, program a computer or paint a portrait. There is a
hierarchy at work here, and those who reside at the highest levels do so due to their possession
of a specialized knowledge and their mastery of its requisite activities: the arcanum and its
secret gestures: the gnosis and its rites. Almost all of us can learn almost any skill if we desire to
do so. All that is required is the desire and the work, the desire and the willingness to put in the
time and put forth the effort to acquire the skill. All the skills that are taught, and the ways in
which they are taught, are structurally necessary to the culture that teaches them, else they
would not be taught. We should think of this usefulness as meaning only one thing: useful
means useful to the dominant culture, always and only. That which is deemed useful is such
only insofar as it reinforces the fundamental structure of the culture. The power relations that
are structurally in place must remain structurally in place. Change is not only allowed, it is
required, but only in the details of the larger pattern; the larger pattern of necessity must remain
intact.

What happens if one desires to practice useless skills, skills that are not useful in maintaining
the structure of the culture? First of all, one will not be able to acquire these skills in the usual
manner. There will be no teachers provided by the culture; no training will be available. One’s
desire will of necessity need be nearly an obsession. The work, the time and effort required,
may seem disproportionate to the desire. One will likely decide to pursue some other skill, to



alter one’s desire, to attune one’s desire to those regarded as useful by the culture.

What happens if one persists in the pursuit of useless skills? It is unlikely that an entirely
unforeseen activity will be invented, so one will work in the shadows of an already established
tradition. But, at least at the outset, one will work alone, without guides or guidelines. The wheel
will likely be reinvented accidentally and often. (Reinventing the wheel is useful in the pursuit of
useless skills.) But the wheel is not a part of the desire, so it will be discarded — discarded not
as useless, but as useful, therefore inappropriate to the pursuit. One trains by sorting and
wandering, sifting, brooding, drifting, gathering and discarding, always discarding. This is a
nomadic pursuit, not necessarily directionless or circuitous, but always everything but the steady
step along a straight and narrow path. This is the crooked path, and its passage is along the low
road.

This autodidact will learn to do things that others have no desire to do, that others are not
allowed to do, that others are not able to think of doing. This is obvious from the outside looking
in, but only acknowledged by the dominant culture in moods of elitist condescension. The
normative reaction of the dominant culture will be derision or a haughty indifference. Structural
superiority, however, permits itself the privilege of praising from a position of ignorance. This is a
method that attempts to appropriate the useless. A cursory glance at recent cultural history in
America alone reveals several instances of this. There is only one way around this: if one is truly
committed to the practice of useless skills, one must be constantly on guard against one’s own
tendencies towards usefulness.

Two useless skills:

1. private writing, by which I mean writing that has a strictly subjective significance for the writer.
this writing may be appropriated by the dominant culture, i.e. published, sold, archived, studied,
etc., but it cannot be known for what it is. a writer’s disciplined practice of private writing can
only be known as such by that writer. other knowledge concerning it will never be other than
ancillary.

2. asemic writing, by which I mean writing that is shifted intentionally towards the unreadable,
towards image, without discarding entirely all vestiges of either the letter or the line, and without
assuming the alternative status of visual art. it is a hybrid writing, a writing not meant for a
reading mingled with an imaging not meant for looking. it is a useless, mutant writing, its
uselessness a mutagen for the writer.
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Anything can be plagiarized for any reason; start
by plagiarizing this period.
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Creative Writing Poemetry Class Assignment
or Fluxus Event Score or
Post to the Useless Writing Group on Facebook

|||||||||1. Write a poem using youtube videos
as the primary unit of composition.
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